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The newspaper industry in Taiwan has been in a fierce competition, with the 
private-owned newspapers increase significantly in particular. The publishers in 
Taiwan are trying their best to attract readers and expand their influences, so the 
practices include increasing pages and emphasizing news have been used. In this 
situation, the supplements of Taiwan newspapers become less important. With the 
rising of new media, the situation becomes worse. In order to survive, the 
supplements of Taiwan newspapers are trying to adapt the new media environment. 
Therefore, the content and the layout design have been changed. 
However, after reviewing the related literatures, the author found, it is a pity for 
researchers from Chinese Mainland not made enough studies on the supplements of 
Taiwan newspapers. What is the relationship between the supplement and the 
literature? What are the characteristics of the supplements of Taiwan newspapers since 
the 1990s? To answer these questions, this study focuses on the development of the 
supplements of Taiwan newspapers. Also, this study does case analysis on the 
supplements of China Times, United Daily and Liberty Times which are three main 
newspapers in Taiwan. The study also aims at providing a full vision of the Taiwan 
newspaper supplements. 
There are 5 chapters in this study. The first chapter introduces the background, 
objectives, methodologies and literature review and analysis. The second chapter 
analyzes the development of the supplements of Taiwan newspapers. The third 
chapter takes supplement as a national tradition of Chinese newspapers. It focuses on 
the situation of the literature in the supplements of Taiwan newspapers and the 
phenomenon that the cultural space of the supplements suffers a great extrusion. The 
study shows the supplements still put literature in an important place, but news also 
becomes an indispensable part. The fourth chapter takes supplement as a mass 
communication medium. It analyzes the identity changes of the authors, editors, 
readers, and the industrialization of the supplements. The fifth chapter focuses on the 
layout design of the supplements of Taiwan newspapers, including increasing pages, 
specifying page names, and using colorful pages, bigger words and bigger photos and 
bigger titles. Besides, it also analyzes the causes of these changes. 
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